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ABSTRACT
We present purely analytical calculation of first moment for two independently moving discrete type quantum walkers
starting from delocalised initial state where delocalisation is extended only up to nearest lattice site for both the walkers.
Following Brun’s formalism, we have obtained analytical expressions of the first moment when one or both of the initial
states of the discrete time quantum walkers is delocalised and have an equal superposition on sites. When we consider
both the quantum walkers have the initial states localised at the origin, our result is shown to be reduced to similar well-
known Brun’s result for a single quantum walker.
PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 03.67.Hk, 03.65.-w

SECTION I
Quantum version of Classical Random Walk (RW), known as Quantum Walk (QW) has gained attention in recent
decades due to its multidisciplinary application in the phenomena like quantum computation, quantum information,
quantum biology etc.[1–11], see [6] and references therein.The nontrivial effects of quantum mechanics applied in QW
produce various interesting non classical behaviour in the long- time dynamics of QWas compared to RW.Among
various interesting phenomena that appear in QW, it has been observed that, at least in 1D, due to effect of quantum
interference, the rate of spread (variance) in QW is exponentially faster than RW[4,12]. This is one of the major reasons
why most of the works on QW involve 1D[13].QWs have two variants, namely Continuous Type and Discrete type. We
have considered Discrete Type Quantum Walk (DTQW) where the movement of Quantum walker along 1D lattice sites
is determined by the result of a ‘throw’ of a quantum coinin 1D[13]. Depending on the throw of the quantum coin
considered on ‘Coined Hilbert Space’ , the walker either moves ‘left’ or ‘right’ on ‘Position Hilbert Space’. Finally the
dynamics of the walker is decided by joint operation of a conditional shift operator which acts on the Position Hilbert
Space of the walker and a coin operator which ’flips’ the coin state after each time step. In most of the previous papers
on DTQW, authors have chosen a walker with initial state localized at origin [13,25-28]. In this work we have considered
two independently moving quantum walkers which are considered to begin with a delocalised initial state where the
extent of delocalisation is only up to next nearest lattice site. Choice of different initial states and initial delocalisation are
important because dynamical phenomena like decay rate or spreading, asymptotic entanglement will be dependent on
how quantum walker start their walk[14,15].Two independently moving quantum walkers have also been considered
before but with localised initial state[16].The structure of our paper in the subsequent sections is as follows. In section
II,the basic understanding of a DTQW on infinite lattice in 1D is revisited and Brun’s formalism for DTQW for awalker
starting with a localised initial state[17,18] is briefly discussed.In Section III, using Brun’s formalism, considering our
model of quantum walkers, fully analytical expression of the first moment of two independently moving walkers is
obtained. In section IV, fate of our analytical expression is analysed for special cases of initial states.

SECTION II
Let us assume that for a DTQW on aninfinite lattice in 1D, the position Hilbert space is Hw and the coined Hilbert space
is Hc. The position Hilbert space is spanned by | >, where = 0,±1,±2,±3…..etc.and the coin Hilbert space is spanned
by two orthogonal vectors which we denote by |R> and |L>. Hence the combined Hilbert space of position and coin space
is = ⊗
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We assume that R and L be two orthogonal projectors on the Coined Hilbert Space such that R + L = where is the
identity operator.Like most of the works considered in literature, we will choose the coin flip operator to be Hadamard
operator cwhich satisfies following conditions [6] when applied on | > and | >| > = √ (| > +| >), |L> = √ (| > −| >)
The conditional shift operator takes the walker to a step right if thecoin state is one of the two basis states (|R> or |L>) or
a stepleftif the coin state is in the other basis state (|L> or |R>).Then the form of shift operator can be expressed as[6]= | >< | ⊗ | + 1 >< | + | >< | ⊗ | − 1 >< |
Hence,the joint operation of theshift operator and coin operator on the total Hilbert space is

= ( ⊗ )
It is this conditional joint operator which acts on initial stateof the quantum walker to produce whole spectrum of QW
dynamics. We will consider the initial state of the quantum walk to be | >= | >⊗ | >,where | > is the initial
position state and | > is the initial coin state. Hence,after steps the quantum walker will be in a state| >= | >
Although our work is mainly concerned with delocalised initial state of the walker but we will consider the initial state of
the coin to be localizedalways at | > = | >
Ourfinal expressions are mainly dependent upon different combinations of the initial state of the quantum walkers.The
choice of the initial states is important in QWs because the quantum interference is sensitive on the form of initial states.
Let us begin with a DTQW on an infinite lattice in 1D for a single walker where the walker is considered to start with
initial state localized at origin, i.e.|0 >.We will work on Fourier space. Hence, the position state | >of the particle can
be written as, in Fourier space[17]| >= ∫ | > (1)

The limits of the integrals are from − to + and these limits are used throughout the work. The initial state can be
written as| >= ∫ | > (2)

When the particle is at origin |0 > the equation (2) reduces to|0 >= ∫ | > (3)

The initial density matrix for joint position- coin space is| >< | |⊗| >< | (4)
If is the density matrix after t steps of the quantum walker, the probability distribution formula for the quantum walker
at a position will be

( , ) = ( | >< | ) (5)

Where (.) is the Trace operation.In order to calculate the moments of the walker, we need to calculate the following
expression[18]< > = ∑ ( , ) (6)

For, = 1, the above expression (6) reduces to first moment or the mean value of the quantum walk.Putting = 1, the
first moment is< >= ∑ ( , ) (7)

We will conclude this section by saying that we have briefly discussed the mechanism for obtaining moments of DTQW
for one quantum walker in 1D. Similarly, the mechanism can be extended for two quantum walkers moving
independently in 1D, which we will do in the next section but with delocalised initial state.

SECTION III
Let us consider our model where we consider there are two independently moving quantum walkers. To start with we
would like to consider that both of the quantum walkers have delocalised initial states which is extended up to the nearest
neighbour site, namely
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| > = |0 > + |1 > (8)

And | > = |0 > + |1 >
The walkers’ positions are on a two dimensional integer lattice labelled ( , )where we assume that the initial positions
are expressed as equation(8). Here , , and are real coefficients and satisfy following relations

+ = + =1

And |0 >is given by equation (3) and |1 > is given by|1 >= ∫ | > (9)

Hence, using relations (3) and (9), relation (8) is expressed as| >= ∫ ( + )| > (10)

And | >= ∫ ( + )| >
Where {| >} and { | >} are the bases for the two walkers where is a continuous index for the momentum of the
second walker.

Hence using equation (10), the initial density matrix (4) for two walkers is= 2 2 2 2 ( + ) + ( + )( + )| >< | ⊗ | >< | ⊗ | >< |
Then the density matrix after first step,i.e. = 1= 2 2 2 2 ( + ) + ( + )( + )| >< | ⊗ | >< | ⊗ | >< | ϯ
Where ( ) = √ ( ) ( )( ) − ( )
In terms of superoperator, the density matrix after steps,= ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ( , ) | >< | ⊗ | >< | ⊗ | >< | (11)

Where,( , ) = [ + + + ( ) + + ( + ) + + +( ) + ( ) + + ( )]
And the superoperator is = ϯ , where is any operator [17]

Now we will concentrate on equations (5) and (6) where we will use equation (11) to obtain the first moment in our case.
If we trace out the walker with basis | >, the reduced density matrix will be(1, ) = {| >< | ( )}
Where (1, ) indicates reduced density matrix.

Hence, the reduced density matrix is expressed as,(1, ) = 2 2 2 2 ( , ) | >< | { }
Where by definition < | >< | > = ( ) and we have denoted the initial coin density matrix | ><|by .

Hence, the probability for the other walker to reach at time( , ) = 2 2 2 ( ) ( ) (12)
So, the moments, according to equation (6) is calculated as,< > = ∑ ( , )(13)
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At this stage, we have used following property of derivative ofDirac delta function ( ) [18]

Namely, (2 )(− ) ( )( − ) = ( )
Hence, for = 1, the first moment< >= ( )( ) ∫ ∫ ∫ ( )( − ) ( , ) ( )(14)

Although the above expression is the analytical expression of first moment which we desire to establish but still we will
not use this particular form as our result here.In order to get a more usable form of the first moment, let us integrate the
above relation (14) by integration by parts method. To integrate it, let us consider a function ( , ) chosen from above
expression (14)

( , , ) = ( , ) ( )
We need to obtain derivative of this function to apply the standard formula for integration by parts to calculate the
integral in (14).After calculating the first order derivative of the above function and putting = ,we get( , ) = (− )[ + ( + ) + + + ( + ) + ( + ) + + +( + )]∑ { }+(− )[ + 2 + 2 + + +2 + + 2 + + ] { } (15)

Where is defined in [17]

Finally, using equation (15), our expression for first moment is the following< >= ( )( ) ∫ ∫ [( + ( + ) + + + ( + ) + ( + ) ++ + ( + )]∑ { })+( + 2 + 2 + + +2 + + 2 + + ) { }] (16)

The equation (16) is our main result. Although it may appear little cumbersome, but for some special values of , , and
, it takes nicer appearance. In the next section, we will find fate of this expression under various special cases of initial

states.

SECTION IV

Let us consider a case when both the walkers are starting from the origin |0 >,i.e| > = |0 > and | > = |0 >
In this case, our result, i.e, equation (16) is reduced to the following form.< >= − ( ) ∫ ∫ ∑ { }(17)

Which is exactly found for two quantum walkers in [16]and a similar expression was originally found for one quantum
walker in[17].

Now let us consider the most general case where both the walkers have anonlocal initial state to start with. In particular,
we will consider that both of the walkers are starting from a state which has an equal superposition on both |0 >and|1 > , namely

| > = 1√2 |0 > + 1√2 |1 >
And, | > = √ |0 > + √ |1 >
In this case, our equation (16) turns out to be
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< >= − ( ) ∫ ∫ [( + + ) ∑ { } +( (1 + ) + ( + )) { }]
(18)

Finally , we will consider a case where one of the walkers is starting with a nonlocal initial state considered in the
previous case but the other walker is still at origin |0 >i.e,| > = 1√2 |0 > + 1√2 |1 >
And | > = |0 >
So, in this case our expression for first moment (16) reduces to< >= ( ) ∫ ∫ [ ∑ { } + { }] (19)

Our calculation is very general and can be extended for so many special cases.Although we have calculated only the first
moment for three different and very special initial states, our calculation can be, in a straight forward manner, extended
to calculate the second moment and eventually the variance of the model. It will be interesting to see how the variance
behaves in the short time limit. We believe that in the long time limit, the effect of the nonlocality will produce a
constant in the variance. Moreover, our expression does not contain any noise term. There are so many different types of
noise available in literature. It is again interesting to see how noise plays a role here. An interaction term can be added to
our system or a noise term can be considered to understand the short and long term behaviour of the two quantum
walkers.
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